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Welcome to the summer 2019 edition 
of  our COLAI newsletter. 

Summer Term

Our summer term has been 
dominated by examinations for 

all students, notably with GCSEs 
and A-Level examinations. All staff  
and students have continued to work 
exceptionally hard throughout the term 
with a total commitment to ensuring the 
full success of  students. I am grateful 
to all involved and we look forward 
to a summer of  examination success.

We have seen various trips, activities 
and House events through the term, 
all of  which clearly demonstrate our 
ongoing growth as a caring, vibrant 
learning community. You will be able 
to read about these activities in this 

newsletter, but, I would like to draw your 
attention to the CCF Summer Camp at 
which our cadets had the opportunity 
to engage in an impressive range of  
activities and were able to develop 
valuable skills in a number of  fields 
and Sports day held on the 8th of  July. 

I would like to thank those involved 
and those who were able to attend 
for what were truly wonderful events.

I also thank those who have contributed 
to this newsletter; both staff  and students 
and to those who have been involved 
this term in running various trips, 
visits and excursions for our students.

My best wishes to you all, for a 
wonderful, happy, safe, summer break.

MissVerga
Executive Principal
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the inspection on how impressed they were with 
our students’ conduct, commitment to their school 
community and their engagement in learning.  

I would like to take this opportunity to commend 
our students on all they have achieved this year – 
the outstanding judgement from Ofsted could not 
have been achieved without them demonstrating 
what impressive young people they are.  

This term has presented our community with 
many challenges and rewards.  Our year 11 and 13 
students faced a gruelling examination season, but 
they demonstrated a great deal of  resilience and I 
hope that they reap the rewards of  excellent grades 
when the results are released in August.  Many 
of  our year 13 students have received offers of  
university placements and, whilst I will be sad for 
them to leave us after seven years, I wish them the 
best of  luck in their future educational endeavours.  

After a year of  hard work by both staff  and students 
alike, our recent Activities Week was a welcome 
reward for all.  The range of  activities on offer to 
students was truly impressive; everything from 
rollerblading, indoor skiing, a trip to Disneyland 
Paris, a catering school, art workshops and a 
CSI forensic science murder mystery.  I greatly 
enjoyed seeing students engaging in the enriching 
activities on offer and would like to thank the 
many members of  staff  who organised events and 
activities and made the week such a huge success.

Finally, I would like to wish staff, students and 
their families a restful and enjoyable summer 
holiday and look forward to welcoming our 
students back in September.

Ms Jacob
Principal

This was the year that the Academy celebrated its 
ten-year anniversary in May with a fantastic event at 
the Guildhall’s Crypt, attended by members of  staff, 
students and many individuals and organisations 
that have been valued supporters of  the Academy 
in its first decade.  We had much to celebrate, with 
a recent Ofsted inspection grading the Academy as 
outstanding.  It was very rewarding to achieve this 
recognition from Ofsted, who commented during 
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evenTS
LanguageS Summer 

SchooL

From Monday 17th June 
to Friday the 22nd June, I 

attended the Capital L Routes 
into Languages summer school. 
We visited 4 universities, 

King’s College London UCL, SOAS and the 
University of  Westminster. Whilst visiting these, 
we participated in various taster sessions including 
Arabic calligraphy, Italian, and British sign language.

My favourite session was the Bangla music 
workshop. Our session leader showed us a video of  
her singing a traditional Bangladeshi song that she 
reinvented in a new and modern style. During our 
time in UCL we told about the rivalry between King’s 
College and UCL, which had dated back to when 
King’s College was first built. The students in each 
university used to prank each other. One the pranks 
included stealing the actual skull of  UCL’s founder!

One of  the days included a look at the exhibition at 
the migration museum. Although it was extremely 
hard to get to, it was worth it. “Belonging” was 
the key word that came to mind when I first saw 
this exhibit. It includes the emotional stories of  
people who have migrated to the UK, and how 
food and people has connected them to culture. 
Overall, I would definitely recommend both the 
summer school and a trip to the migration museum.
Megan Holman - Year 10

International Mother 
Language Day

Earlier this academic year the EAL department 
and the MFL department collaborated in a 

project for International Mother Language Day 2019.

Over 85 different languages are spoken by COLAI 
students, and International Mother Language 
Day was a great opportunity to celebrate and 
promote this cultural diversity and multilingualism.

A group of  Year 8 students were trained by Miss 
Esber to teach a mini-lesson in their mother tongue. 
The students who volunteered were: 
Yusuf  Hussain (Somali), Aland Aziz (Kurdish) Aymen 
Abdullah (Arabic), Abdullahi Elmi (Somali), and 
Bridget Osei-Karikari (Twi).

Following the training, each student delivered a 30 
minute lesson to their French class. The lessons 
followed a simple but effective structure: there 
was a brief  introduction to the mother language 
and some information given about where it 
is spoken. The student teachers modelled the 
language in a realistic dialogue and then asked 
the class for some choral repetition. The class 
worked in pairs practising the dialogue, which 
some then performed at the front of  the  class.
Miss Esber said “The students involved were great 
and it was clear everyone enjoyed it. The student-
teachers worked hard to prepare their resources, 
which supported their well-delivered lessons”.

Amelia Taher (Year 8) said “I’ve always wondered 
what Somali actually sounds like and now I 
know! This was so much fun and has made me 
more interested in finding out about which other 
languages my friends know and speak at home”.

Mr Watton and Miss Esber
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dragon’S den

In May, Year 10 business pupils went to KPMG’s 
offices in the heart of  the financial capital 

of  the world, the City of  London to complete 
a ‘Dragon’s Den’ task where they had to devise 

abusiness idea within the education sector. 
After they came up with their concept,  they had to pitch 
their proposal to a group of  top KPMG executives 
who interrogated them on the merits of  their idea 
before they chose which idea they would invest in.
Pupils came up with a wide range of  innovative 
ideas including a UK-wide rewards app that 
schools could purchase to reward pupils for good 
behaviour, massage chairs to provide much needed 
relaxation for pupils and teachers and sunglasses 
to prevent eye damage for pupils starting at a 
computer screen for prolonged periods of  time.
Despite the daunting task of  having to speak in 

front of  all their peers, another school as well as a 
number of  senior managers within KPMG, every 
single pupil presented their idea and answered 
all questions robustly. All were able to justify why 
their idea would be successful, using excellent 
business terminology and putting business theory 
they had learned into practice very effectively.

Comments were made by KPMG staff  afterwards 
that the COLAI group were amongst the 
most impressive they have seen and a special 
congratulations to Aros, Emre, Denis, Zak, 
Carlos and Josiah for winning the competition!

Mr Hamid, Teacher of  Business

BuSIneSS 
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 Borough markeT 
WorkShop

As part of  the GCSE Food Preparation and 
Nutrition course, year 9 students had the 

opportunity to visit Borough Market on Tuesday 2nd 
of  July. Students explored the sights and sounds of  
the market and tasted different street food cuisines. 

Louie Hopkins enjoyed discovering the variety 
of  seafood and fish types and Sara Bidi loved 
trying all the bread and cake samples at the stalls. 
In the afternoon they took part in a 90-minute 
hands-on workshop with Bread Ahead. Students 
were taught how to make pizza which involved 

Food TechnoLogy
fermenting and kneading their own dough, shaping 
the base and finally selecting from fresh ingredients 
to top their pizza to their own specification. 

Trevor Maboto showed excellent kneading skills 
and impressed the Bread Ahead Tutor, he stated ‘the 
workshop has made me more confident in my bread making skills’.
Student thoroughly enjoyed the workshop and 
the consumption of  their handmade pizzas.

Ms Ozyurt, Teacher of  Technology 
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muSIc

LIve! In The 
churchyard

For the second summer running, our 
students took to an outdoor stage in the 

heart of  the City to entertain local workers 
and residents outside St Mary-Le-Bow Church.

The COLAI Flute Ensemble started off  the concert 
with extracts from Mozart’s “The Magic Flute”, 
followed by our Saxophone Quartet playing a 
mixed programme of  pieces. Both ensembles have 
excelled this year and have shown their dedication by 
returning after GCSE exams for this performance. 

We are hugely grateful to Year 11 students Timofei 
Suruzhiu, Yalin Chen, Catia Santos Ferrage and 
Javi Bone for all their contributions to Performing 
Arts over the past five years (and hope they 
will remember us when they are famous). Also 
featured in the concert were Imani Anderson-
Wickens (Year 10) and the students’ fantastic 
instrumental teachers, Ms Black and Mr Attard.

We also enjoyed hearing the band from our 
sister school COLAHG perform Pink Floyd’s 
“Another Brick in the Wall” – a song that 
some may remember originally featured the 
Islington Green School (now COLAI) choir.
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year 7 and 9 muSIc 
producTIon maSTercLaSS

On Wednesday and Thursday of  Activity Week, 
our budding music production team honed 

their skills on GarageBand and Logic Pro music 
software. Firstly we remixed songs by Ed Sheeran and 
Dua Lipa, adding original beats, keyboard parts and 
effects. Some students also managed to create their 
own original music using the skills they had learned.

We heard everything over the two days from trap 
beats, to twelve-bar blues, to a mash-up of  both 
the remixed songs together. Well done to all the 
students for their fantastic creativity and focus.

Ms Dornan, Head of  Music

BaTTLe oF The BandS

Year 8 band “CNDSS” made their debut at the 
Restore the Music Battle of  the Bands 2019. 

We were up against two primary schools and ten 
other secondaries from across London. All the 
schools, including ours, have benefited hugely from 
a Restore the Music grant allowing young people 
to access musical instruments. The competitors 
included everything from a brass band to a rock trio.

Our band performed Darcey and Salma’s original 
composition, a song called “Missing You”. The girls 
spoke very movingly about the impact music can 
have. Although we didn’t win the competition on this 
occasion, taking part was a great confidence-builder 
and we will be back with even more strength next year.

L-R: Shannon Wall, Darcey Innocent, Chloe 
Ambele, Salma Sebbar, Nana Asenso Agyeman 
(all Year 8). 
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arT

Book puBLIShed

Year 9 Art and Design Technology students 
recently published a book with the Barbican. 

The book explored the theme of  relationships, 
and our students responded by experimenting with 
screen printing, photography, typography, mark 
making and collage to create a series of  responses. 

Students visited the Barbican exhibition ‘Modern 
Couples’ and attended a series of  workshops 
lead by the Art Collective OOMK, where they 
explored the role of  books and literature within 
a modern society. There is a copy in the COLAI 
library for anyone who would like to read it. 
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ScuLpTure In The cITy

Over two days in the summer term 10 students 
who were nominated by their art and 

technology teachers for exceptional classwork and 
homework were invited to take part in a sculpture 
project by a company called Urban Learners. 

On the first day, students had the opportunity 
to visit 30 St. Mary’s Axe, otherwise known as 
the Gherkin, to see the views across the city of  
London. Drawings, photographs and sketches 
were made of  the city skyline and students got 
the chance to talk to the building site manager 
and the City of  London planning officers. 

Day two involved more a practical session visiting 
new sculptures around the City of  London 
including a light installation entitled, ‘The Same 
for Everyone’ which got everybody talking about 
how art can transform transitional spaces in the 
city to create a more welcoming environment.

Inspired by the art work and sculptures of  other 
artists the students created bold and dynamic 
structures in teams using newspaper rolls, plastic 
and tie-wraps. Jack Tricks and Jimmy Lyons in year 
seven both thoroughly enjoyed the day especially 
the team working part of  the project when making 
the sculpture, “It was also really interesting finding 
out about the different careers in art and architecture”.

Miss Joynson, Curriculum leader of  Art and 
Technology 
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SporTS

gIrLS’ rugBy 
B.e.a.T projecT

On Tuesday 25th June Mr Bentley and Miss 
Ravenscroft accompanied Ruby Rixon, 

Shannon Wall, Teri Axten and Faith Zammit 
to an exclusive awards evening held by London 
Irish hosted at the BT Centre. BEAT is an 18-
week programme, commissioned by the City of  
London, for inner city London girls aged 14-17.

The programme focusses on four key areas: 
business, educate, active and 
transform to create a legacy 
in the girls who participate.
Using rugby and inspiring and 
captivating guest speakers, 
the programme provides the 
girls with an opportunity 
to grow and develop in all 
areas of  their lives. Over the 
course of  the 18 weeks, the 
girls receive presentations 
from experts and professionals in the business 
and education fields covering a broad array 
of  topics. Further to this, they receive expert 
coaching from London Irish staff  to engage 
and encourage healthy lifestyles through rugby.
The girls were invited in recognition of  their 

excellent   progress  and  engagement  in the London Irish 
BEAT Project. Each girl demonstrated resilience 
and perseverance throughout the programme, as 
learning a new sport with new rules was challenging 
,but that only seemed to drive our girls to be better. 

Congratulations to Faith Zammit (Yr7) who was 
voted by the coaches of  the programme as an 
individual who demonstrated the ‘most progress’. 
She has been described as a ‘hardworking team player who 
was always determined to get the most out of  herself  and others 
who she supported’. Faith was presented with a trophy by 
former England winger and ambassador for London 
Irish, Topsy Ojo. Overall, it was a fantastic night. 

Teri Axten, Ruby Rixon, Lovejoy Chawatama 
(LONDON IRISH PROP) Shannon Wall

gB aThLeTe vISIT

On Monday 1st June, a number of  year 
7 and 8 students were involved in a 

session lead by Lily Beckford who is the 
European Junior current 400m gold medalist. 
Lily started the session with showing off  her shiny 
gold medal that was recently won at the European 
Championships. She then spoke to the students 
about what it takes to be an athlete and how she had 
a passion for running when at secondary school. 
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Lily also described her daily routine which 
consisted of  an early start, an hour long warm 
up, two-hour track session with multiple sprints 
and then finishing in the gym for a cool down 
session, all lead by coach Linford Christie. 
Lily lead on a warm up followed by a sprint 
session leaving her extremely happy to see how 

engaged and enthusiastic all the students were. 
The following students were identified by Lily 
as outstanding performers Peal Kendle, Gloria 
Gooden, Luis Diaz-Estrada, Shae Straker, 
Shai Daley, John-Paul Hope, Paris Mabanda 
Thank you to Lily for coming and inspiring our students.

Boys’ Cricket
Well done to the Boys Cricket team, who 
managed to perform excellently in the Islington 
School Cricket League this year. The team are currently 

mid-table, putting in several strong performances, 
having improved a lot over the course of  this season. 

This has been down to their 
commitment to training and practising. 
Particularly notable performers include 
Luca Session, who managed to ‘retire’ in 
all of  the matches he played, scoring a total 
of  57 runs over the course of  the season. 

There were also some excellent bowling 
performances from Arman Rahman and Alfie 
Eccles, who both took several wickets. It was 
also pleasing to see several boys new to cricket 
progress in their performances. This included 
Gianni Espirit and Gehbil Hussein. We look 
forward to seeing how the team performs in their 
final match of  the season against Highgate Hill. 

BoyS’ BaSkeTBaLL

Well done to the key stage 4 basketball team, 
who managed to finish the year unbeaten, 

winning their final match of  the season against 
COLA Highbury Grove.  It was an incredible 
performance from the team to win against a strong 
side. Man of  the Match was Luis Urbaez Lemos, 
who was a key player in both defence and attack. 

Other players in the team were AB Jalloh, Mehmet 
Argalioglu, Said Ahmed, Abdulrahman 
Abdulkadir, Cela Ilion, Jason Dias Dos Santos
and Alaeze Asoluka. Thanks also to Coach Ife, 
who has trained the team throughout this year. 

The boys keys stage 3 team also played well, narrowly 
losing in the fourth quarter to COLA Highbury 
Grove; they were ahead for the first three quarters 
before fatigue set in. The boys defended really well, 
with Hamza Hussain scoring some excellent shots. 

Mr Courtney-Pinn, Curriculum Leader for PE
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Sports day this year was a great success 
and had some outstanding individual 

and team performances. I would like to 
congratulate Fletchers House for winning 
the overall competition and regaining 
the champions’ title from Weavers. 

Winning by just one point, this is now the 
third time Fletchers have won the cup in the 
past four academic years! Some stand out 
performers include Shamar Bennett who broke 
the school record in long jump and Teddy 

Jones who did the same in high jump. Juanita 
Deborah also excelled in multiple track events. 

It was great to see all pupils represent 
their houses with pride and take part in a 
wonderful day. Congratulations to you all!

Mr Courtney-Pinn, Curriculum Leader for PE

SporTS day
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arT, TechnoLogy & deSIgn

Year 7

Year 10

Year 9 

Year 8
smmer term showcase
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Year 10

A Level
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ccF neWS

ccF cenTraL camp

This summer the City of  London Islington 
(HAC) Combined Cadet Force took part in 

the CCF Central Camp organised by the Cadet 
Training Team Scotland at Barry Buddon Training 
Camp near Carnoustie in Scotland.  The week 
began with an overnight bus journey to Scotland, 
the first time many of  the cadets had visited this 
part of  the United Kingdom.  Having arrived, the 
contingent was thrown straight into Operation 
Striking Lion, an overnight intelligence-led 
operation that sought to defeat enemy insurgents 

and ultimately drive them from the field of  battle.  

Using blank firing rifles, smoke grenades and 
infantry tactics, the contingent performed admirably, 
achieving all of  the objectives set out for them.  Day 
three offered an opportunity for some adventurous 
training off  the coastline of  Arbroath.  Cadets 
took part in coasteering – swimming and climbing 
around the cliffs  of  the Angus coastline, before 
participating in a mini-Highland Games tournament.  

Day four was spent on the ranges, developing 
and improving weapon-handling skills on both 
100 and 200 metre live firing ranges.  Day 
five saw the cadets participate in a number of  
activities including first aid training, electronic 
shotguns, archery and advanced fieldcraft.  

In between these activities cadets had the opportunity 
to visit the beautiful coastline between Monifeith 
and Broughty Ferry, exploring the areas of  natural 
beauty, the wonderful beaches and swimming in 
a surprisingly warm River Tay.  The cadets were 
commended by camp staff  for their professionalism, 
their can-do attitude and their skill level in the various 
aspects of  the Army Cadet Syllabus.  We look forward 
to seeing where next year’s annual camp will take us.  

 Mr Hesketh, Contingent Commander, CCF
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TrIpS

ernST & young TrIp

A number of  female year 10 Business pupils 
went to the offices of  Ernst and Young in 

Canary Wharf  to learn more about the growing 
role of  social media both to a business and also 
for jobseekers. They also heard from a number 
of  different senior directors within Ernst and 
Young talking about the growing representation 
of  woman in senior positions within the finance 
sector as part of  their ‘woman in business’ events

This was also an opportunity to learn more about 
the career options available at Ernst and Young 
and the finance sector in general. We also walked 
around some of  the iconic buildings in Canary 
Wharf  where over £17 Billion is traded every day to 
help show some of  the career options available to 
these exceptional young women should they wish it! 
 
Mr Hamid, Teacher of  Business

ThameS WaLk and 
TaTe modern TrIp

A selection of  year 7, 8 and 9 students took a 
walk along the Southbank and visited the 

Tate Modern art gallery on Wednesday 10th July. 

We started the walk at St. Paul’s Cathedral and walked 
across the Millennium Bridge to the Tate Modern. 

Whilst in the exhibition, students were asked 
to identify a number of  artists work that they 
could relate to and produce quick thumbnail 
sketches. We had lunch in the Tate Modern and 
chatted about what we had seen in the morning. 

We then walked along the Southbank and came 
across some poets who wrote poems on any subject. 
Selin Karaasalan and Rio Degale commissioned 
the poets to write poems for them which 
showcased some fantastic emotion and storytelling.
Emma Smith, year 9 thought the day was “Exquisite!”

Miss Joynson, Curriculum leader of  Art and 
Technology 
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French Institute 
Cinema Trip. 

On Thursday 7th July, thirty-five Year 8 
students took a trip to the Ciné Lumière, an 

in house cinema, at the Institut Français in South 
Kensington to watch the award winning film ‘Le 
Petit Nicolas’. The film was about a young boy, 
Nicolas, his family and his great gang of  friends. 
Nicolas thinks he will soon have a baby brother 
and is scared about being abandoned by his 
parents, so he and his friends come up with a great 
plan to kidnap and get rid of  the baby brother. 

Yusuf  Hussein (year 8) said: “I thought that the film was 
funny! Some of  the characters reminded me of  myself  and 
some of  my friends and I really enjoyed the experience. C’était 
amusant! It’s so cool that we get to go to the cinema if  we 
learn French and it has helped me with my listening skills.”

The film provided an excellent opportunity for 
pupils to come into contact with authentic use of  
French and they thoroughly enjoyed the chance 
to interact with the language in the real world.

Miss Pointet, Teacher of  french

Science Museum Trip

This week, budding scientists from year 7 and 8 
visited the wonderlab at the Science Museum. 

Students put their observational and investigative 
skills to the test on 
three massive slides 
to find out which one 
had the least friction.                                                                                                             
 
At the chemistry 
bar, we observed 
materials being frozen 
in liquid nitrogen and 
predicted how their 
properties changed. 
The giant tesla 
coil was also 

very popular with students, who enjoyed 
giving each other mini electric shocks.
To top it all off, we watched the rocket show, 
where explosions and parabolic arcs were 
investigated to try to send a pringles tube to space!

I want to thank our amazing students who 
were even praised on the tube as well as at 
the museum, for their fantastic behaviour!

Ms Shariff  Teacher of  Science
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“Dream, believe, achieve”

Another year comes 
to an end. I would 

like to extend a massive 
congratulations to all Glovers 
students for making progress 
academically and personally 
throughout this year. 

It has, at times been an 
extraordinarily difficult one, 

and I am very proud of  how they have all supported 
each other and remained resilient, mature and positive. 
As we now move towards the summer holidays and 
another academic year on the horizon, I would like 
all students to take stock of  their achievements and 
reflect on what they can do next year to make even 
more progress and demonstrate even more character. 

It is a true privilege to be your children’s Head 
of  House and I very much look forward 
to seeing them refreshed in September. 
I would like to thank the entire Glovers 
tutor team, Tosin, your children’s academic 
mentors and the pastoral team for supporting 
all students through the highs and lows. 

I would also like to say a fond farewell and thank 
you to Mr Edwards who is moving on from us this 
year. Mr Edwards – we need to find someone who 
can run as fast as you for next year’s relay team! 

Wishing you all a safe and happy summer.

Ms Mgurk

“Together everyone achieves more”

I can’t believe we are 
already at the end of  the 

year but I am immensely 
proud of  all of  the Weavers 
students and what they have 
achieved this year. Every 
student in the house has 
played a part in contributing 
towards the house and I 
am sure you will join me in 

telling the students just how proud we are of  them. 

A massive well done to the Year 11’s who have
obviously now left, with some moving onto pastures 
new. It will be fantastic to see those coming back for 
sixth form in September but I would like to wish 
those that aren’t the very best of  luck for the future. 

Last week we had our activities week and it has 
been fantastic to hear about how well behaved 
our Weavers students were and how much 
they engaged with the activities. I will never 
get bored of  hearing positive news from other 
members of  staff  about the students in Weavers. 

I would also like to take the opportunity to thank the 
Weavers tutors and our PSM, Mehary. Mehary has 
worked with countless students in our house and I am, 
as are all the students, forever grateful for his support. 

I hope everybody has a fantastic summer and 
gets some well earned rest. I look forward 
to seeing everybody again in September

Mr Bennett

gLoverS WeaverS

Ms McGurk Ms Bentley
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“Pulled together, draped in success”

What a year it’s been! 
I am phenomenally 

proud of  Drapers students 
this year. We have faced 
a number of  challenges, 
particularly losing Tracey 
Wilson and such a loved, 
loyal life force of  our COLAI 
community. At what can only 
be described as the hardest 

of  times for our community; your children, our 
students, showed immense levels of  bravery and 
were a source of  comfort to their peers. I want to take 
this opportunity to say thank you to the students for 
their compassion and respect and to say thank you 
to Tracey Wilson for all that she did this year and all 
the years she served at our school, particularly for 
those students and families in the Drapers House.

I want to end by saying the biggest thank you to 
the Drapers Dream Tutor Team. I am incredibly 
lucky to have all of  them and our students are 
forever thankful for their commitment and support. 
And of  course- Theo - the one and only who was 
awarded this year for his service to this school. 
Theo is the hero of  Drapers. 
I wish all the students, staff  and families at 
COLAI all the happiness in the world for the 
summer break. I hope that it is a peaceful and 
safe one for you all and I am already excited for 
September, to do it all again and even more.

Miss Dear

“Stay sharp and hit the mark”

Fletchers, students - it 
seems like only yesterday 

I was stood in front of  you 
all during our first house 
assembly and now I am 
writing to you at the end of  
another Academic year!

It has been a successful 
academic year for students 

in the Fletchers House. It has filled me with 
pride witnessing our year 11s finishing their 
GCSE examinations and how they have met the 
increased demands within the final year of  Key 
Stage 4, leading the way for our year 10 students 
who will be facing the same challenges next year. 

Even though we did not win the house cup this 
year, we did exceptionally well in other House 
events, which included victories in “Brain Busters 
Challenge” and, of  course, Sports Day. None of  
this would have been achieved without your hard 
work and dedication. A special shout out goes to 
those students who, during sports day, stepped 
in and competed in events that they were initially 
not down to do. Every point gained was a bonus, 
eventually bringing home the trophy by 1 point!

We now have a chance to rest and recuperate, as this 
all starts again in six weeks time! We must build on 
all the positives from this year and work on having a 
more successful year. I’d like to take this opportunity 
to wish you all a restful, enjoyable and safe break and 
I look forward to seeing you all again in September

Mr Durak

FLeTcherSdraperS

Ms Dear Mr Durak



IMPORTANT DATES
Autumn Term

Monday 2 September 2019 - Thursday 19 December 2019

INSET Days Monday 2 September and Tuesday 3 September 2019

Year 7 Induction day Wednesday 4 September 2019

Year 12 Induction day Thursday 5 September 2019

Start of  Term for Years 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13 Thursday 5 September 2019

Half  term: Monday 21 October - Friday 25 October 2019

Christmas Day: Wednesday 25 December 2019

Boxing Day: Thursday 26 December 2019

New Year’s Day: Wednesday 1 January 2020


